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Travel group  
Age: 16 to 19 years 
Number of participants: 22 
Education: 3rd grade high school 
 
Expectations for the trip 
Discover new things  
get to know Dutch culture  
Have fun  
Experience a new lifestyle  
The feeling of travelling without remorse  
Collect beautiful memories with friends 
 

 
 
 
Personal added value of the trip 
We can get to know a new city/country. 
Since we planned some things ourselves, independence was improved. 
By visiting different museums, we can learn a lot of new things. It is also a lesson outside the classroom, which is a good change. 
 
Impact of the trip on the environment and people 
-Waterways are cleaned up and new things are made from rubbish during the "plastic whale" boat trip. 
-Gathering new impressions, where as suggestions for thinking about the environment.  
-Visit Kennemerland National Park --> new awareness of wildlife  
-Amsterdam -> bicycle city, take it as a model for other cities (cycle more often) 
 
Changes through Shape Your Trip:  
- We have replaced a planned canal trip with "plastic whale". 
- We will all eat vegetarian food at the joint dinner. 
- Some people who are not vegetarian will voluntarily eat vegetarian for the whole week. 
 
Motivation for participation  
To win ;-) 

 
  

General conditions 
- Duration min. 4 to max. 7 days 
- Period: school year 2021/2022 
- Aircraft cannot be used 

 
Key data of the trip 
Duration: 6.5 days 
Total distance: 1750 km 
CO2 emission: 14.2 kg / person / day 
 
Route 

From To Km  Means of transport 
Aarau Basel 60 Train CH 
Basel  Amsterdam 740 Train DE 
Amsterdam  Delft 75 Train NL 
Delft  Amsterdam 75 Train NL 
Amsterdam Basel 740 Train DE 
Basel Aarau 60 Train CH 

 
Activities 
Self-organised city discovery (Grachtengordel, Burgwallen Oude, Niewmarkt) 
Boat trip with plastic fish (plastic whale)  
Possibly guided tour of the stock exchange 
Resistance museum with audio guide 
Vegetarian dinner 
Excursion to Delft --> Visit to Royal Delft (factory tour and museum) 
Self-organised city tour of Delft 
Excursion to Harlem --> City tour Harlem and Cathedral 
Visit Kennemerland National Park, visitor centre and exhibition, rent bikes and 
cycle tour through the National Park (possibly to the coast) 
Rjiksmuseeum with audio guide, museum garden and museum quarter 
Guided tour with focus on the environment in the Botanical Garden 
 
Accommodation 
The whole group will stay at the Stayokay Vondelpark youth hostel in 
Amsterdam. 


